PRECISION IN WOOD

Specialist craftmanship and expert manufacturing
of bespoke timber windows and doors
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About us

About us
Stanbrook & Nicholson deliver
premium quality, fully bespoke timber
windows, doors and roof lanterns
which are manufactured in our stateof-the art, CNC equipped factory in
Surrey.
We understand architect’s design brief
requirements and developer’s practical
requirements and timelines; therefore
we deliver projects on time whilst being
mindful of cost.
As an architect or developer you can
benefit from our end-to-end bespoke
service. Our in-house team manages all
aspects of design, creation and delivery
of our beautifully crafted, energy
efficient and secure timber doors and
windows.
Our CNC equipped factory is operated
above the national standard and we
pride ourselves on acute precision,
professionalism
and
meticulous
attention to detail.
We combine traditional, quality
craftsmanship and joinery with the
latest technology and finishes to deliver
all of our products to the highest
performance specifications and with
long-term guarantees.
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Why have architects &
developers chosen to
work with us?
High Quality Products, Innovative Design and
Competitive Pricing
We manage all requirements from start to finish
with all of our teams collaborating under one roof.
Our dedicated design and project management
team guarantee unrivalled attention to detail from
start to finish, and deliver premium quality work in
a time-scale that can be relied on.

TW04
TW01

TW02

TW03

Our end-to-end service includes in-house CAD
design, advice and consultation, window layout,
CNC capabilities and full factory finishing.
Each product is manufactured using premium
quality, sustainable materials.

SW01

We only source sustainably certified timber - it is
durable and highly resistant to warp or distortion.
As a FENSA regulated business, we are certified
and comply with the most up-to-date building
regulations.

FW01

FW02

FW03

FW22

FW04

Certain finishes can achieve up to a 10 year
coating warranty.
We now manufacture our double-glazed units
in-house, to allow full control of the production
process.

GW01
GW18

GW02

GW03

GW04

GW19
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Box sash windows

Box sash
windows
If you’re looking to merge tradition
with 21st century efficiency, look no
further than Stanbrook & Nicholson’s range of timber sliding sash
windows. Expertly crafted by our
dedicated timber joiners, we can
complement these windows with a
wide range of finishes and colours.
We also offer a huge array of practical accessories to deliver a truly
bespoke product.
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KENT

Merging our
Traditional Box sash
Window with slimline
glazing bars allows
this beautiful Kent
home to fill with
natural light whilst
still retaining the
original charm.
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Box sash windows

We enhance the natural benefits of timber – aesthetics,
performance and durability – by applying the very latest
technology to these timber sliding sash windows. All
of Stanbrook & Nicholson’s windows include modern
necessities such as warm edge spacer bars, argon gas filled
units and Planitherm, the most advanced energy saving glass
technology on the market.
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CHISWICK,
LONDON
This spectacular
Chiswick house
is not only the
inspiration for one
of our Entrance
Door designs, but
is a favourite for
its use of clear
double-glazed units
and slimline glazing
bars. These elements
merge to allow the
property to retain its
original charm with a
contemporary twist.
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Box sash windows

RANMORE,
SURREY
Set within an Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty, this property
dates back to 1888
and still maintains
a lot of its original
qualities. Our bespoke
windows enable the
property to retain
its character and
period features
whilst improving the
building’s thermal
efficiency and security.
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Box sash windows

S6

S1

S1

S6

S(03)034

S(03)030

S(03)030

S(03)034

HAMPTON
COURT,
RICHMOND
UPON
THAMES

TW12

TW11

TW10

SW07
SW08

FW12

FW13

FW14

FW15

Formerly ‘The
Liongate Hotel’ this
prominent and iconic
historical
landmark
third floor
is at the gateway of
Bushy Royal Park,
Hampton Court. The
restoration of this
hotel into prestigious
serviced apartments
second floor
specifically required
that the box sash
windows were
designed with a
slimline glazing unit
and of an acoustic
floor
level thatfirstwould
meet strict building
regulations for this
area.

TW21

third floor

first floor
FW21

GW11

GW10

ground floor
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TW20
TW19

G:2:D01

G:3:D01

ground floor
GW16

GW17
G:D08
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Box sash windows

THE SURREY
DOWNS
This 3-storey eco-friendly
family home, set in the
Surrey Downs, truly defines
luxury combining timber and
aluminium joinery. Originally
a 1930’s chalet bungalow, we
worked with the client to help
them achieve their dream
conversion into a 6-bedroom
detached family home.

Key
features

Traditional
weight and
pulley box sash
Traditional appearance, with a
contemporary design functionality

Our range of traditional and spring
balance box sash window have been
designed with thought and attention
to detail. Here at Stanbrook &
Nicholson we can replicate and
replace original box sash windows
that meet the requirements of most
planning regulations. Both types of
windows can have a variety of bar
layouts with our traditional Ovolo
profile internally and ‘putty look’
glazing system.

Smooth and easy sash operation
Slim glazing bar
Draft weather seals
Argon filled glass units

Modern spring
balance box sash
Modern spiral balance
Child-safety options
Spray finished
Internal Spacer bar
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Hardwood or Softwood cill
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Enhance
your home
with our
decorative
hardware

Box sash windows

To enhance your box sash windows, here at
Stanbrook & Nicholson we offer a range of different
decorative hardware in a variety of finishes. We offer
an extensive range of sash window fasteners and
locks. You will be able to browse our selection of
heritage fitch fasteners, straight arm fasteners and
hook sash fasteners. These will all complement the
stunning design of our box sash windows.
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Flush timber windows

KESTON,
BROMLEY

Flush
timber
windows

Nestled in the Keston
Countryside this 19th
century manor house
was restored using our
double-glazed timber flush
windows. Traditional flush
windows blend beautifully
with the Tudor façade
to create an impressive
residence of 3 apartments.

Stanbrook & Nicholson’s range of
flush windows bring traditional
aesthetics to the 21st century.
Constructed
using
premium
timber, they feature an extremely
sturdy design that is both highly
resilient and durable. Age-old
techniques passed down through
the generations mean security and
maintenance issues are a thing of
the past. But, make no mistake;
these timber flush windows have a
modern-day edge to exceed all your
expectations.
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Traditional
flush

Stanbrook & Nicholson’s traditional flush window suits period properties
perfectly. Their classic design is in harmony with the construction material.
They feature a traditional casement fastener, peg stays and reduced sight
lines, allowing them to fit into older homes seamlessly whilst greatly
improving ease of use, thermal efficiency and security.

Modern
flush

Flush timber windows

Stanbrook & Nicholson only
employ the best. That’s why we’re
able to bring you an industry
leading range of flush windows.
Our contemporary flush timber
window utilises a friction hinge,
which means the casement stays
open in any position.

COBHAM,
SURREY
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Beautifully positioned in the
Surrey Hills this impressive
family home features our
Timber Flush windows in a
dual paint finish. The finish
of these Flush Windows
positioned against the white
wash walls truly enhances the
properties beauty and rural
environment.
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RIVER THAMES,
SURREY
Perfectly positioned on the
banks of the river Thames, this
property has been opened up
to truly display the beauty of
its surroundings. Combining
both timber flush windows and
timber bifolds, this property
has been converted into an
idyllic retreat.

Key
features

Flush timber windows

Durable, engineered, hardwood
Traditional appearance, with a
contemporary design functionality
Pivot or friction hinge
Easily installable and fully
adjustable
Modern double draft seals
Spray finished
Planitherm, double glazed and
energy saving glass technology

Bespoke bar design layout available on all styles of our windows
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Stormproof windows

BERMONDSEY, LONDON

Stormproof
windows
Stanbrook & Nicholson’s range of
timber stormproof windows raises
the bar when it comes to resilience. A
specially enhanced design means you
will receive a window that can hold
up to an extensive range of weather
conditions. Their enhanced toughness
also improves security, while timber
aesthetics make them beautiful to look
at. Cutting-edge technology, including
warm edge spacer bars and multipoint locking systems, also enable
these windows to provide users with
unparalleled day-to-day performance.
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Project brief: Replacement timber
stormproof windows & french doors
RAL 7021 Black Grey
Located in the heart of Bermondsey, this project comprised
replacing multiple flats with new stormproof timber
windows and timber french doors. This area of London
has undergone a significant regeneration in the last decade
and therefore our clients wanted us to manufacture resilient
windows and doors that would stand their test of time
whilst offering additional security and excellent day to day
performance. Our brief allowed us to upscale and modernise
the building with our beautiful stormproof windows and
doors whilst still maintaining its warehouse character.

At Stanbrook & Nicholson we don’t believe
that resilience and amazing aesthetics are
mutually exclusive. Timber construction
affords our stormproof windows an air of
unparalleled sophistication. Warm edge
spacer bars, Planitherm and argon gas filled
units ensure that these windows will reduce
your carbon footprint, save you money and
make your home more comfortable.
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Heritage windows

Heritage
windows
Stanbrook & Nicholson know
better than anybody the choice
between timber and aluminum is a
tough one. Both are great materials
in their own right; together they’re
unbeatable. That’s why we’ve
merged the two to bring you our
Heritage window range.

The high-class aesthetics of timber
meet the rugged modernity of
aluminum to enhance your home
like never before. Add on the latest
energy saving technology, a range
of RAL finishes and comprehensive
warranties for the complete heritage
window package.

HAMPSHIRE
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Combining both traditional timber
frames with sleek aluminum
casements, our beautiful range of
Heritage windows have modernised
this perfectly positioned Hampshire
home, whilst still retaining its
historic charm. Set in private
grounds with stunning views across
the countryside, this home is truly
breathtaking.
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Heritage windows

COBHAM,
SURREY
This impressive new build property
has combined both our Heritage
windows and large timber screens
to achieve a notable home in its
area. Both timber and aluminum
have extreme natural durability,
but when combined with high level
craftsmanship, our clients were able
to achieve their dream home which
requires very little maintenance.
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Heritage windows

Slim sight lines and timber construction
deliver an effortlessly elegant aesthetic,
providing your home with a touch of
tradition. Yet, combine this with aluminium
and you will ramp it up a level. This modern
material will further increase the natural
durability of timber, which will ensure
protection against both intruders and harsh
weather conditions. An added benefit is
maintenance is limited.

WOKINGHAM,
BERKSHIRE
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Our combination of low
maintenance Heritage windows
and large aluminum screens has
opened this house to frame and
fully absorb its beautiful rural
surroundings. The natural look
of our Heritage windows and
slim aluminum frames marries
beautifully into this timber
framed home.
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Timber doors

Timber
doors
Each of the products in our timber
door range delivers head-turning
aesthetics. Yet, at the same time,
they offer all the practical necessities
of a modern-day door: sturdy
construction, unbeatable day-today performance and high levels of
security. Choose from a selection
including bifolds, entrance doors
and georgian french doors that can
incorporate duplex bars. A range of
moulds is also available, from ovolo,
chamfer and lamb’s tongue.
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Entrance
doors

Entrance doors

As we all know, first impressions
count. So, make sure your property
gives off the right one by selecting a
product from our extensive range of
bespoke timber entrance doors. Yet,
while we put the utmost attention
into creating aesthetics truly
deserving of your abode, we put an
equal amount into practicalities.
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Entrance doors

The Cottage
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The Chiswick

The Contemporary

The Classic

The Hampton

The Traditional
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Sliding doors

Sliding
doors
Stanbrook & Nicholson’s range
of sliding doors offer a great
alternative to our bifold timber
door range. Timber construction
delivers a timeless aesthetic as well
as unfaltering reliability, while the
hardware system (we use) ensures
incredible ease of use. These slidingdoors feature huge panes of glass
and a minimalist frame design
to maximise the amount of light
flowing into your living space.
What makes these products truly unique is their
ability to make any room feel bigger and brighter.
Suffice to say, these doors also deliver high security,
durability and excellent day-to-day performance.
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French
doors

French doors

Our beautiful range of French
doors are available in over 200 RAL
colours and can be designed to
match like for like or to meet the
requirements of a new build.
Our service is truly bespoke, and we
will work with you in ensuring that
your doors match your vision. We
will be able to offer you a selection
of hardware to complement the style
of your doors and we can reassure
you that our locking mechanism
is highly secure with twin linear
bolts providing optimum security.
Additionally, we can offer a unique
glazing bar design to match your
windows or the style you are aiming
to achieve.
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Bifold doors

Bifold
doors
Remove all boundaries between
your home and the outside world
with our extensive range of timber
bifold doors. The ever-green
aesthetics of timber merge perfectly
with the most contemporary of
designs, making this the perfect
centrepiece for your home.

2-2-0

3-3-0

5-5-0

6-3-3

7-0-7
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3-2-1

4-0-4

4-1-3

4-2-2

5-2-3

5-4-1

6-1-5

6-6-0

6-4-2

7-6-1

7-3-4

7-5-2
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Bifold doors
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Bifold doors
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Roof lanterns

Roof
lanterns
The beauty of adding a timber roof
lantern to your living space is its
ability to act as a natural lighting
solution. Combine this practical
fact with centrepiece worthy
aesthetics and you get style as well
as substance.
Our team of designers have delivered
a range that offers elegant aesthetics,
while timber construction mean the
structural integrity of the product
can-not be doubted.
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Orangeries & skyrooms

Orangeries & skyrooms
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The complete package

Neutrals

Earth Greens

Classic Blues

Darker Shades

Stains
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N03

G03
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DS03
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We have RAL matching facilities which offer around 200 different colours, meaning you will find fitting replacements as straightforward
as a fresh installation. We also offer a range of finishes including matte, gloss and stained wood finishes. Stanbrook and Nicholson also
provide a warranty of up to ten years on selected joinery.

E
AR

01932 503 280

8Y

To arrange a visit for yourself please call on

E

Our impressive environment and setup means that your joinery is fully
manufactured in house. Therefore,
relieving you of any concerns you may have
throughout your project.

10 YE A

We have a reputation second to none
working alongside architects, developers
and private home owners. We like to invite
all our clients to visit us for a factory tour
for reassurance that your joinery will be
produced at the highest standard. During
the tour we will be able to take you
through the process of our timber selection,
CNC precision manufacturing, intricate
bench joinery, assembly of joinery, colour
matching and spraying to glazing and
installing your chosen hardware.

E

All manufacturing is carried out within
our fully equipped 20,000sq ft factory
based in West Molesey, including our latest
acquisition of glass manufacture, meaning
we have complete control of any project
start to finish. Stanbrook & Nicholson
continue to invest in latest technology
ensuring manufacturing to the highest
standard.

5 YE

The complete
package

RANT
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Factory tour & showroom

Factory tour
& showroom
Our CNC equipped factory is operated above the national
standard; and we pride ourselves on acute precision,
professionalism and meticulous attention to detail.
At Stanbrook & Nicholson’s West Molesey showroom
you will have the opportunity to experience our premium
products first hand. Our friendly experts are also primed to
provide you with all the bespoke advice you need based on
your particular requirements.

Get in touch

For a quotation or further information,
please feel free to contact us on

01932 503 280
or email us at

info@san.co.uk

59 Central
Avenue, West
Molesey, Surrey
KT8 2RF

Hurst Road
A3050

B396

Centruale
Aven

Find us

www.san.co.uk
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